Abstract-Da'wa is the basic obligation in religion that should be done in every situation. In this new age, we need to develop a new paradigm of da'wa, so da'wa can respond to the people's need and is compatible with the fast-changing world's dynamic. The ideas on the new paradigm of da'wa itself, should include many main ideas, such as the philosophy and the orientation of da'wa, its methodologies, and similarly important, the media and the network of da'wa. Da'wa in the digital era, is no longer understood as preaching, but more as a social and cultural transformation toward the establishment of highly competitive Islamic community, Khaira ummah or the best people as Allah SWT and His Prophet SAW have decreed in Surah Ali Imran verse 110. In relation to globalization, da'wa should play two important roles. First, globalizing Islam based on its noble teaching and character as the world's religion. Second, Islamizing globalization. These roles are crucial, as we know together that globalization is brought forward and controlled by the power in the west, especially the US, which could have motives and objectives that are against Islamic teaching. Here, Islam ummah, as the balancing ummah, ummatan wasathan, are asked to be able to create balance between the east and the west power, either in politics, economics, socio cultural, or in civilization. For da'wa to be effective and transformative, as expected above, the reformation of da'wa should shift the old concepts of da'wa into the new paradigm of da'wa that accept change as a certainty that related to six main issues, shifting from tablig into transformation, from conversion to civilization, from globalization to Islamization, from conflict to dialogue between civilization, and individual influence for international correlation and cooperation. Through this new paradigm of da'wa, it is expected that globalization is not only seen as threats but also as opportunity to better da'wa in this new global competition era.
I. INTRODUCTION
Globalization has brought enormous impact on our lives. Not only in economic, politic, trades, and job market, but also in socio cultural aspects and religion.
However, it should be realized that globalization does not necessarily means threats, it also brings opportunity for doing da'wa to spread Islam and strengthening the Islamic teaching on earth. Globalization opens up opportunities for Muslim to do da'wa, not only for the Muslim community, but also for all human kind.
Based on these da'wa challenges and opportunities, I think we need to rewrite the paradigm of da'wa in this globalization era. The renewal of this paradigm should encompass the concept, methodology, approaches, facilities and infrastructure, and media that could be used in da'wa. For organization, this paper would limit its discussion in three following topics:
First, how to develop a new concept of da'wa as the efforts to meet the challenges and opportunities of da'wa in globalization era? Second, how to formulate and select methods and approaches of da'wa that are more appropriate and suitable with the current development or with the "new global society"? thirdly, how the people who do the da'wa to make use of ICT to support the development and the progress of da'wa in globalization era?
Globalization is understood by Peter N. Stearns, also by Thomas Friedman, as social transformation phenomenon from local to socially global system. This phenomenon can be understood from various perspective: economics, technology, Some people are worry about the bad impact of globalization, such as, the Western domination against the Islamic, either economically, politically, and culturally. This anxiety is rooted on the view that globalization as `Imarah defined, contain the basic idea of "haimanat al-gharb" which means dominance or superiority of the wetern world against other nations on erath. Globalization is also understood as the new phase, thaurun jadid, that is the invation phase, thaur alijtiyah, which have ambition to influence the world and all aspects of life. In briefs, globalization is no other than a new wave of typhoon, marhalat al-thûfan al-gharbī, called new colonialism of the west against other nations on earth. In summary, globalization is no more than the westernization idea, Taghrīb ((iqamat al-manhaj al-Islami) and the struggle to develop Islamic community (iqamat al-mujtama' al-Islami) Thus, da'wa cannot be sufficiently defined as only tablig, rather as a sociocultural transformation concept, in which ideas to develop the Islamic community that suit the dynamics and the globalization era. Here, da'wa should fulfill and meet the challenge of globalization.
B. From Conversion to Civilization (min al-tahwil ila taqwim al-hadharah)
In the old paradigm, the main target of da'wa is for people to convert to Islam or Islamization. The call toward God's path (ila sabil rabbik) becomes the main message in da'wa which was defined as the call for Non-Muslim to convert to Islam. In this type of definition, conversion of non-Muslim to become often related with the da'wa efforts even it becomes the indicator for the success of the da'wa.
In this new paradigm, the main objective of da'wa is not the conversion, rather civilization, that is a constructive effort to improve the pride and dignity of human. Within this new paradigm, the conversion, decision to embrace Islam, does not become the main concern of da'wa, it is rather an absolut rights of everyone.
This view is based on the basic principles of Islamic teaching, as the freedom principle, diversity principle (ta`addudiyyah), and the common platform principle (kalimatin sawa').
C. From Western Globalization to Internationalization of Islam (min `Aulmat al-Gharbiyah ila `Alamiyat al-Islam)
In its further development, globalization can be understood in two ways. First, globalization as domination of giant corporates, and domination of economy. Second, globalization as an effort to create balance among many powers in the world, including between Western and Islam.
Based on these two views, I consider globalization as a threat as well as a challenge. At the same time, it provides opportunity for da'wa to spread and strengthen the Islamic system on earth.
The opportunity to do da'wa in this globalization era in my perspective can be done through two concepts. First, globalization of Islam ("'Aulamat al-Islam") . This is based on islam as a universal religion. Second, Islamizing the globalization (aslamat al-`aulamah). The concept of globalization such as this one has been said to have objectives that are against Islamic objectives. We need to take role and participate in providing the basis and the path for globalization according to the Islamic teaching and values. The problem here is not on How to globalize Islam, but rather on How to Islamize globalization? This is the basis of globalization of da'wa according to Muhammad Imarah. The Muslims as the da'wa ummah, have to responds and to conduct dialogue (al-ta`amul) and not just giving up and do nothing (al-taslim wa al-qabul) about globalization.
D. From Civilization Clash to Inter civilization Dialogue (min al-Shira` ila al-Hiwar bain al-Hadharat)
As we know that after the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet, a new competition was predicted, not competition among military power, rather civilization clash (Shira` al-Hadaraat) as mentioned in the famous thesis of Huntington. Clash of civilization could means clash of religions, or more appropriately clash between Islam and the West. This civilization clash thesis has gained various comments and responds, including from Islamic scholars that refuted the idea of the clash. In reverse, they proposed that inter faith dialogue to be done, or in broader sense, intercultural and inter civilization dialogue (al-hiwar baina alhadarat).
As the Qur'an teaches us (Q.S. al-Nahl/14: 125), that da'wa is initially done by using the strength of our mind and knowledge or philosophy (bi al-hikmah), then by good advices (mau`izhah hasanah), and then through discussion or dialogue in a peaceful and kind ways (mujadalah bi al-lati hiya ahsan).
In the Qur'an itself, interfaith dialogue is insisted, with the requirement that the dialogue is conducted in kindness and in peaceful ways (billati hiya ahsan). No less than six times, Allah SWT has underlined about "the best way."
According to various tafsir scholars, al-jadal al-husna, can be translated as civilized dialogue or dialogue with ethics, a dialogue aimed at: (1). Finding the thruth, not victory. (2) Rational dialogue and not emotional dialogue. (3) not forcing others to accept our will and respecting the opinion and the belief of the dialogue partners (4). Being held without violence and anarchism.
E. From Individual Strength to International Cooperation and Relationship (min al-quwwat al-fardiyyah ila alalaqat wa al-ta`awun al-duwaliyah)
As the characteristic of Islam itself, is the blessing for the entire universe, then da'wa, according to Sayyid Quthub, in addition to being realistic-objective (waqi``iyyah) and dynamic-progresive (harakiyyah), da'wa has to be universal or international (`Alamiyyah). This means that the person doing the da'wa or the da'i in individual or institutional sense needs to develop broad network and positive relationship in national, regional, and global scale.
In history, as we all aware, the Prophet PBUH firstly did the da'wa among his family and closest kin (QS. Al-Syu`ara/: 214), then his da'wa was expanded to the people of Mecca and the entire Arabs community, then to the entire world population at that time, either in the East (Persia) or the West (Rome). In Madinah, the Prophet communicated and develop correlation with the kings, such as king of Persia, Rome, Ethiopia, Egypt, the King of Yamamah, and the king of Bahrain.
In this new era, international relationship and cooperation has become more and more important. This is due to the changing world as the impact of technological advancement, especially in informatics and digital communication.
International cooperation, as stated by Wahbah al-Zuhaily, is intended to achieve two main purposes of da'wa (1). Making the world a prosperous place (I`mar al-Kaun) and making the advancement of civilization (Taqaddm alHadharah). (2). Preserve and increase the dignity and pride of the human in their position as human and as the foundation for the development of the unity of mankind. In this side, the da'wa, according to Zuhaily, is not only related with Muslim but also related to the interest of all mankind.
F. From local network to Wider Network: Usage of ICT for
the progress of da 'wa (min al-idza`ah ila al-internet: Istikhdam teknologiyat al-ma`lumat wa al-Ittishalat fi alda`wah) In this new era, da'wa, as Syeh Yusuf al-Qardhawi stated, is no longer sufficient to be done in conventional ways, in the mosque with available media. The da'wa in this new age, for Qardhawi, needs to be done globally by making use of the latest technology communication.
Qardhawi, as cited by Ibrahim, considers da'wa through internet, international network, syabkah al-duwaliyah, as the new form of jihad in this century, jihd al-ashr, and calls it as the powerful network as it can reach people all over the world, without any limitation.
The view proposed by the Mufti Saudi Arabi, Syekh Abd al-Azis Abdullah ibn Baz on medium of Da'wa. For him, the media should suit the progress of the time. Allah SWT has provided use with ease in da'wa. The da'wa business becomes far easier now, through tools or media that were not available before. Da'wa can be done through radio, television, press, and various other latest media. According to Abdullah ibn Baz, for those who are able, ulama, government, or the da'i, they should use this new media (the internet), hence, Islam can be spread all over the world, by using the language used by them. In addition, internet also can be used to refute fitnah and provocation on Islam and the whole Muslim community Zainab Ashry, a mechanical engineer as well as a da'I from Qatar proposed that the da'I as well as the da'wa institutions to develop web-based da'wa network called Eda'wa.
IV. CLOSING
In this new era of globalization, the reformation in da'wa needs to be fundamentally and more paradigmatically done. This reformation should encompasses all the aspects of concepts, methodology, message, and new media of da'wa that are relevant to the dynamic of this century. Paradigmatically, the concept of da'wa needs to be shifted from the old paradigm into the new paradigm. These shifts consisted of six things: (1). From tablig to sociocultural transformation. (2) from conversion to civilization. (3) from globalization of da'wa to Islamization of globalization (4). From cultural clash to intercultural dialogue. (5). From individual to network to international cooperation. (6). From local network to wider network by using ICT for the purpose of da'wa. The ideas on reformation of da'wa paradigm such as this is expected to be able to support the progress and the development of da'wa in this new era, globalization. Through this new paradigm, globalization should not only become the threats for Islamic ummah but also becomes a blessing from Allah that provides room and opportunity for the Islamic ummah to do da'wa and spread, and strengthen the Islamic values and sisten in this world through peaceful, fair, and civilized ways according to the true teaching of Islam as rahmatan lil aalamiin, the blessing for the entire universe. Wallah a`lam!
